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Abstract
Adaptation to a moving visual pattern induces shifts in the perceived motion of subsequently viewed moving patterns.
Explanations of such effects are typically based on adaptation-induced sensitivity changes in spatio-temporal frequency tuned
mechanisms (STFMs). An alternative hypothesis is that adaptation occurs in mechanisms that independently encode direction and
speed (DSMs). Yet a third possibility is that adaptation occurrs in mechanisms that encode 2D pattern velocity (VMs). We
performed a series of psychophysical experiments to examine predictions made by each of the three hypotheses. The results
indicate that: (1) adaptation-induced shifts are relatively independent of spatial pattern of both adapting and test stimuli; (2) the
shift in perceived direction of motion of a plaid stimulus after adaptation to a grating indicates a shift in the motion of the plaid
pattern, and not a shift in the motion of the plaid components; and (3) the 2D pattern of shift in perceived velocity radiates away
from the adaptation velocity, and is inseparable in speed and direction of motion. Taken together, these results are most consistent
with the VM adaptation hypothesis. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The pattern of local image velocities across the retina
encodes valuable information about the environment,
such as direction-of-heading, and 3D structure [1,2].
There is ample evidence that human observers use this
information to interpret the world [3]. Yet the mecha-
nisms by which the human visual system measures and
represents these local velocities remains an open ques-
tion in visual science.
A variety of mechanisms have been proposed for the
representation of local velocity information. The most
well-known are the spatio-temporal frequency mecha-
nisms (STFMs), which are tuned for pattern orientation,
spatial frequency and temporal frequency. Abundant
psychophysical evidence exists for these mechanisms,
which are characterized as having half-amplitude band-
widths of roughly one octave in spatial frequency and
roughly 30° in orientation (for review, see [4]). Physio-
logically, these mechanisms have been associated with
neurons in the primary visual cortex (area V1) of cats
and monkeys which have similar tuning characteristics.
The response of such mechanisms has been directly
linked to the local velocity of a moving pattern [5]. In
particular, the power spectrum of a translating pattern
lies on a plane in the spatio-temporal Fourier domain [6],
and the tilt and orientation of this plane specify the
translation velocity. Thus, a subset of STFMs whose
frequency tuning regions intersect the plane will respond
to such a stimulus and their pattern of response might
serve to implicitly encode the stimulus velocity.
It is important to note, however, that STFMs are not
explicitly tuned for local image velocity [5,7]. A number
of authors have suggested that local velocities might be
directly represented through velocity-tuned mechanisms
(VMs) that receive input from STFMs [5,7,8]. There is
physiological evidence suggesting that a subpopulation
of neurons in simian visual area MT exhibit the response
properties expected from velocity-tuned mechanisms:
they are tuned for both speed and direction of motion1
(DOM) [7,9,10], are broadly tuned for spatial
1 We use the phrase ‘direction of motion’ instead of the simpler
term ‘direction’, since this has been used throughout the literature to
refer to a binary quantity (e.g. up or down).
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frequency, and receive primary input from direction-se-
lective V1 neurons [11]. These neurons respond to the
pattern motion of a sinusoidal plaid [5]. By compari-
son, neurons in primary visual cortex are narrowly
tuned in spatiotemporal frequency and orientation, and
respond to the motion of the two component gratings
which constitute a sinusoidal plaid. The idea that MT
neurons could compute local velocities by selectively
combining V1 afferents is corroborated by several neu-
ral models [12–17]. The presence of such neurons in
simian cortex adds plausibility to the existence of veloc-
ity tuned mechanisms in human cortex. In addition, a
recent study by Yang and Blake [18] provides psycho-
physical evidence for such broadband velocity-tuned
mechanisms in human vision.
Finally, some authors have proposed that the encod-
ing of local velocity might be accomplished using two
sets of mechanisms, one tuned for the pattern DOM
and the other for speed [19,20]. We refer to these as
direction-speed mechanisms (DSMs). The majority of
psychophysical motion experiments are designed to ex-
amine either DOM or speed independently, and thus do
not address the issue of joint versus independent repre-
sentation of these quantities.
Adaptation can provide a powerful probe for explor-
ing visual mechanisms, given a few reasonable assump-
tions. Suppose that the visual system represents a
particular stimulus parameter using a population of
mechanisms that are tuned for that parameter. Then
the perceived value of that parameter is determined by
the relative responses within the population2. Extended
stimulus exposure is assumed to reduce the responsivity
of the mechanisms within the population by an amount
that is a monotonic function of their sensitivity to the
stimulus. This change in responsivity shifts the value of
the encoded stimulus parameter away from that of the
adaptor. Given these assumptions, the pattern of adap-
tation-induced perceptual shifts should be indicative of
tuning of the encoding mechanisms [4,21–29]. For ex-
ample, Blakemore et al. [25] observed that the perceived
spatial frequency of a sinusoidal grating is shifted re-
pulsively away from the frequency of an adapting grat-
ing, and from this inferred the existence of visual
mechanisms tuned for spatial frequency.
In this paper, we probe the representation of local
velocity by examining perceptual shifts induced by
adaptation to moving patterns. Although there is a
large body of literature on motion adaptation effects
[30], only a small portion of it addresses perceptual
shifts. Most perceptual shift studies have separately
examined the effects of motion adaptation on perceived
DOM, temporal frequency, or speed. DOM repulsion
has been reported by Levinson and Sekuler [31].
Mather [32] subsequently explained this result via adap-
tation of STFMs. However, because of the stimuli
employed in these previous studies (translating random
dots for both adaptation and test stimuli), the three
motion encoding schemes described above make quali-
tatively similar predictions about the expected shifts in
perceived DOM.
Other authors have examined shifts in perceived
speed. Clymer [33] reports that test speeds are repulsed
away from the adaptation speed. Thomson [34] and
Smith [35] report that adaptation always decreases per-
ceived test speed, while Smith and Edgar [36] report
repulsion of perceived speed for some combinations of
adaptor and test. Thompson explained his data using
speed-tuned mechanisms, but many authors have inter-
preted their results using STFMs [37,38,36]. Again, the
three encoding schemes described above cannot be dis-
tinguished on the basis of these studies.
The purpose of our experiments is to determine
whether adaptation of one of the three mechanisms
described above can account for the perceptual shifts
arising from motion adaptation to different stimuli.
Portions of this work have been presented in ([39,40]).
In the first experiment, we examine shifts in perceived
DOM resulting from adaptation to moving patterns.
We find that adaptation to sine gratings and drifting
random dots produces nearly the same perceptual shifts
in DOM of sinusoidal test stimuli. We also find that
changes in spatial frequency of test stimuli of up to two
octaves have a minimal effect on the magnitude of
perceptual shifts. Both of these results are inconsistent
with a simple form of STFM adaptation, since STFMs
are assumed to be pattern-specific with roughly octave-
bandwidth frequency tuning.
In the second experiment, shifts in perceived DOM of
a sinusoidal plaid pattern are examined after adapta-
tion to a grating. The plaid stimuli are constructed such
that adaptation of STFMs should produce opposite
shifts in perceived DOM, compared with adaptation of
VMs or DSMs. Again, the results are inconsistent with
adaptation of STFMs.
Finally, in order to address the predictions made
about the joint encoding of speed and direction by the
VM and the DSM hypotheses, a novel 2D matching
procedure is used to measure vectorial shifts in per-
ceived velocity of drifting dot patterns. We find that
perceived velocities are shifted repulsively away from
the adapting velocity, and that these shifts are not
separable in speed and DOM. This result is inconsistent
with adaptation of DSMs. All three experimental re-
sults can be explained as resulting from adaptation of
mechanisms tuned for 2D image velocity.
2 We are intentionally non-specific regarding the rule for ‘reading’
the population. Example rules are a maximum (winner-takes-all), and
the population mean (in which the population response is interpreted
as a discrete probability density over the stimulus parameter).
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2. General methods
2.1. Apparatus
Stimulus displays were generated on a Macintosh
Centris 650 computer using custom software based on
Denis Pelli’s VideoToolbox routines and displayed on a
21 inch RasterOps monochrome monitor. The monitor
has a P104 phosphor, a vertical refresh rate of 75 Hz, a
maximum luminance of 88 cd:m2, and was calibrated
and gamma-corrected. Subject viewing distance was
fixed at 61 cm and head position was stabilized using a
chin rest. At this distance, monitor pixels had a width
(and height) of 0.034°. Subject fixation was monitored
informally by the experimenters. In addition, subjects
were instructed not to enter a response for trials in
which they felt they had moved their eyes.
2.2. Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of translating sinusoidal gratings,
plaids, or random dot patterns. All stimuli appeared
within circularly symmetric spatial windows. Both spa-
tial window and temporal onset and offset boundaries
were smooth, following a profile specified by:
Sinusoidal grating and plaid animation was per-
formed by colormap lookup table (CLUT) animation.
Sinusoidal stimuli used the entire 8-bit CLUT (256 grey
shades linearly spanning their luminance range). For
plaid stimuli, each component grating was assigned to
half the pixels (spatially interleaved in a checkerboard
pattern) and half of the 8-bit CLUT range, allowing
independent animation of each component.
Translating dot stimuli were animated using vertical
blanking interrupt cinematography. In experiments 1
and 2, dots were one pixel in size and 10% of the dots
were placed in random spatial coordinates on the first
frame. For each subsequent frame, dot positions were
advanced by integer amounts. Dots translating beyond
a display boundary reappeared at the opposite
boundary, so as to maintain constant dot density.
For experiment 3, finer control of translating dot
velocities was needed. Subpixel displacements were
achieved using a subsampling method. A 240240
pixel image of a Gaussian with standard deviation
s30 was bandlimited to a frequency of p:40 radians:
pixel. Because of this bandlimiting, this image could be
subsampled by a factor of 40 without spatial aliasing.
Shifting the origin of the subsampling lattice produces
dot displacements in increments of 1:40th pixel. The
subsampled dot images (size 66 pixels) are inserted
additively into each movie frame at the appropriate
locations. In addition, dot density for experiment 3 was
4% (instead of 10%), but otherwise dot animation was
the same as described above for the first two
experiments.
2.3. Subjects
There were five naive subjects (IT, RV, RLY, LG
and SO) with normal or corrected-tonormal vision.
Subjects were chosen without regard to gender, race, or
ethnicity and were monetarily compensated for their
participation. The two authors also participated as
subjects. PRS has (corrected) normal vision, while EPS
has (corrected) normal vision in the right eye. All
subjects viewed stimuli binocularly except EPS, who
viewed monocularly.
3. Experiment 1: shifts in apparent DOM of sinusoids
STFMs are sensitive to changes in spatial pattern,
and thus one expects that adaptation effects arising
from STFMs should depend on the spatial pattern of
the adaptor. The purpose of this experiment was to test
this prediction, and to provide control conditions for
experiment 2. We measured shifts in perceived DOM
for test gratings of several different spatial frequencies
after adaptation to either drifting random dot fields or
drifting gratings of a fixed spatial frequency. The
STFM adaptation hypothesis predicts that the magni-
tude of the shifts in DOM should fall off as the
difference between adapting and test spatial frequencies
increases.
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Fig. 1. Adaptation-induced shift in the perceived DOM of test gratings as a function of their veridical DOM. Adaptation stimuli were either
drifting sinusoidal gratings (discontinuous lines) or drifting random dots (dashed lines). Test and adapting stimulus speeds were 2.7°:s. Each point
represents an average of four trials; error bars indicate standard error. Smooth curves are the least-squares fits of the data with a four-term Fourier
series. Asterisks indicate those data points for which the shift measured under the two adaptation conditions was statistically different (PB0.05,
t-test). MANOVA results are recorded in the lower right hand corner of the graphs.
3.1. Methods and procedure
Subjects viewed an initial adaptation stimulus drift-
ing upward at 2.7°:s for a period of 60 s. Each subse-
quent trial consisted of re-adaptation to this stimulus
(10 s), a blank interval (0.5 s), presentation of a drifting
sinusoidal test stimulus (0.7 s), and a response period (1
s). During the response period, the subject adjusted the
direction of a white arrow to indicate the perceived
direction of motion. If the subject did not respond in
the allotted time period, the trial was discarded and the
stimulus was re-shuffled into the list of remaining trials.
The use of a fixed response period ensures a constant
adaptation state.
Adaptation stimuli were either drifting sinusoidal
gratings (spatial frequency 1.4 cycles:°) or rigidly trans-
lating random dot patterns. Test stimuli were drifting
sinusoidal gratings of variable spatial and temporal
frequency. The aperture window had a radius of r
3.4°, with transition width t0.17°. A black fixation
cross was shown at the center of the aperture window.
Stimulus onset and offset transition durations were
t0.095 s. The Michelson contrast of all stimuli was
0.4 and the background luminance of the screen was
fixed at half the maximum luminance.
For each choice of adapting stimulus, all trials (in-
cluding those with different test spatial frequencies)
were randomly intermixed. A rest period of 10–15 min
was imposed between blocks having different adapta-
tion stimuli. Prior to any data collection, each subject
was given 30 min of pre-experimental pointer adjust-
ment training with feedback and no adaptation. These
pre-adaptation trials indicated no significant pre-adap-
tation biases in perceived DOM. No feedback was
given during adaptation trials.
3.2. Results
Fig. 1 shows results for four subjects. The graphs
show the shift in perceived DOM as a function of test
DOM (relative to adapting DOM). DOM shift was
computed as the difference between the observer’s indi-
cated DOM and actual DOM. Thus, a point above the
x-axis indicates that the perceived DOM was shifted
clockwise relative to the actual DOM. Points lying on
the horizontal axis may be classified based on the slope
of the curve: A positive slope corresponds to a ‘repul-
sive’ DOM, and a negative slope indicates an ‘attrac-
tive’ DOM. The line style indicates the adapting
stimulus type: Solid lines correspond to sine gratings,
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Fig. 2. Shift in DOM for slower (1.0°:s) test grating. See Fig. 1 for details.
and dashed lines to random dot patterns. To quantify
differences between the two curves, a one-way multi-
variate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was computed
for each observer on the curve segments from test
DOM 90 to 90°. This test indicates that the curves
resulting from grating and dot adaptation are not sig-
nificantly different for 3 of 4 observers. Fig. 2 shows
DOM shifts measured with a slower test speed of 1.0°:s.
These data were used to generate predictions for Exper-
iment 2 and are quite similar to those of Fig. 1.
We examined the dependence on test spatial fre-
quency (for sinusoidal test stimuli, with speed 2.7°:s).
Average shift as a function of test spatial frequency is
plotted in Fig. 3. The adaptation spatial frequency was
constant at 1.4 cycles:°, while test spatial frequency
covered a range from 0.5 to 4.2 cycles:°. Average shift
was computed from the full shift curves (as shown in
Fig. 1) by averaging the absolute value of the 6 data
points in the range 56 to 56°. Fig. 3 also includes an
analysis of variance computed on the data for each
observer, which indicates an insignificant spatial fre-
quency effect for three of the four observers.
3.3. Discussion of experiment 1
These data clearly show that the adaptation DOM is
repulsive. The magnitude of this repulsion is maximal
approximately 30° from the adaptation DOM. The data
also show a similar but smaller repulsion away from the
direction opposite to the adaptation DOM (i.e. ‘antipo-
dal’ repulsion). Between these two repulsive points,
there is an attractive point roughly 100–120° away
from the adaptation DOM. The repulsive behavior is
seen to be similar for both grating and random dot
adaptors.
Repulsive DOM shifts have been previously reported
for translating dot stimuli [31], and also for translating
sinusoidal stimuli [41]. The shifts shown in Fig. 1 are
similar, but the magnitude of the effect reported here is
much larger. In particular, Levinson and Sekuler find
maximal shifts of roughly 12°, whereas the shifts plot-
ted in Figs. 1 and 2 show maximal values in the range
of 24–50°. It seems likely that this is due to a difference
in re-adaptation duration; Levinson and Sekuler used
re-adaptation periods of 3 s, whereas the current study
used periods of 10 s.
In addition, these previous investigations did not
report antipodal repulsion as seen in our data. We
hypothesize that the use of sinusoidal stimuli in the
experiments may lead to a combination of static orien-
tation (i.e. ‘tilt’ aftereffect) and motion adaptation ef-
fects. Orientation adaptation would be expected to
produce antipodal repulsion as well as repulsion from
the adaptation direction. Judging from the relative sizes
of adaptation and antipodal repulsion, it seems that
any contribution of static orientation adaptation to the
observed perceptual shifts is small relative to motion
adaptation. The phenomenal appearance of the maxi-
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Fig. 3. Left: Average shift in DOM as a function of test spatial frequency for four subjects. The adaptation spatial frequency (arrow) was 1.4
cycles:°, while test spatial frequency covered roughly three octaves (0.5–4.2 cycles:°). Average shift was computed from DOM shift curves of Figs.
1 and 2 by averaging the absolute value of the six data points from 56 to 56°. Right: Analysis of variance for these data indicates no significant
dependence of average shift on spatial frequency for three of the four subjects.
mally direction-shifted test gratings is consistent with
this: they appear to move in a direction strikingly
different from their normal direction. In addition, the
hypothesis is contradicted by the observation that grat-
ing and translating dot patterns produced similar
curves, even though the dot stimuli are spatially
isotropic and would not be expected to produce such a
tilt aftereffect.
Most importantly, the data of Fig. 3 contradict the
STFM hypothesis, which predicts that the DOM shifts
should decrease as the difference between adaptation
and test spatial frequencies increases. Our data are
consistent with those of [34], which show that adapta-
tion-induced shifts in perceived speed of gratings are
not strongly dependent on spatial frequency. In addi-
tion, Ashida and Osaka [42] found negligible spatial
frequency specificity for MAEs measured using coun-
terphase flickering test stimuli. We note, however, that
spatial frequency tuning has been observed in MAE
experiments using stationary test stimuli [42–44]. We
return to this issue in Section 6.
4. Experiment 2: shifts in apparent DOM of plaids
In the second set of experiments, we examined pre-
dictions made by the STFM adaptation hypothesis
regarding perceived DOM of a test plaid after adapta-
tion to a drifting grating. The physical DOM of a plaid
stimulus can be calculated from the physical motions of
its components using the ‘intersection-of-constraints’
(IOC) construction [8]. Although there are numerous
situations in which the percept of plaid velocity deviates
from this idealized construction, the perception of the
symmetric plaids used in this experiment is well-de-
scribed by the IOC DOM.
Under the VM or DSM adaptation hypotheses,
adaptation causes changes in the sensitivity of mecha-
nisms that encode the DOM of the plaid pattern. These
hypotheses predict plaid pattern DOM should always
be repulsed away from the adapting DOM, similar to
the data shown in Experiment 1.
Under the STFM hypothesis, adaptation to a drifting
grating will suppress the response of those STFMs
tuned for the grating orientation, period and speed.
This would cause a shift in the encoding of the compo-
nent velocities of a subsequently viewed plaid. Assum-
ing that the velocity percept is determined from the
encoded component velocities using an IOC construc-
tion, one would expect the perceived velocity of the
plaid to match the IOC velocity of the shifted
components.
For certain component grating configurations, the
STFM hypothesis makes opposite predictions about
DOM shift from the VM or DSM hypotheses. Such a
configuration is illustrated in Fig. 4. In the left panel,
one component grating is unaffected and the other is
shifted away from the adapting DOM. Thus, the IOC
velocity of these modified components is shifted toward
the adaptor DOM. The following experiments are de-
signed to examine such configurations.
4.1. Methods and procedure
Methods are the same as those of experiment 1. The
adaptation stimulus was a sinusoidal grating moving
upward at 2.7°:s. The test stimulus was a plaid com-
posed of two sinusoidal components with normal direc-
tions differing by 135°. This angle was chosen to
approximately maximize the shift in one component
when the shift in the other component is zero, as
depicted in Fig. 4. The components moved at a speed of
1.0°:s producing a coherent plaid motion of 2.7°:s. All
grating spatial frequencies were fixed at 1.4 cycles:°.
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Fig. 4. Qualitative predictions of shift in apparent plaid velocity for different adaptation hypotheses. The adaptor is an upward drifting grating
with velocity indicated by the large grey circle. In both panels, arrows indicate encoded quantities, filled circles correspond to pre-adaptation
percepts, and hollow circles correspond to post-adaptation percepts. Left: Prediction of the STFM hypothesis. Arrows indicate the perceived plaid
component (normal) velocities. The normal velocity of one of the components is shifted away from that of the adapting grating (hollow arrow).
The other component is not affected. The dashed lines are the ‘velocity constraint lines’, which indicate the set of velocities consistent with each
component. The perceived plaid velocity is the intersection of these constraint lines. The result of the adaptation is that the plaid DOM is shifted
toward the adaptation DOM. Right: Prediction of the VM and DSM adaptation hypotheses. Arrows indicate perceived plaid velocity. The plaid
pattern DOM is shifted away from the adaptation DOM.
4.2. Results
The results of the experiment are summarized in Fig.
5. The solid lines show the perceived shift in the plaid
DOM. The plaid DOM is clearly repulsed from the
adaptation DOM, in a manner similar to the results of
experiment 1. The dashed lines in Fig. 5 show the shift
predicted by the STFM hypothesis, computed by apply-
ing the IOC construction to the data of experiment 1
(i.e. the solid curves in Fig. 2). Since we are using
symmetric plaids, the IOC DOM is simply the average
of the component DOMs, and the predicted shift in
plaid DOM is therefore the average of the shift in
DOM of the two component gratings:
Dup(f) [Dug(f67.5)Dug(f67.5)]:2,
where f is the physical plaid DOM (relative to the
adaptation DOM), Dug is the shift in perceived grating
DOM (from experiment 1, Fig. 2), and Dup is the
predicted shift in perceived plaid DOM. These STFM
hypothesis predictions are directly in opposition to the
observed shifts for all four observers.
The curves for plaid test stimuli are quite similar to
those obtained with grating and dot test stimuli (see
Fig. 1). To quantify this similarity, a MANOVA was
performed on the data points from 90 to 90° for the
five curves plotted in Figs. 1, 2 and 5. The results are
shown in Table 1. RLY is the only subject exhibiting
significant differences, and in this case it is the grating
adaptation curve (Fig. 1) that differs. The dot adapta-
tion and plaid adaptation curves are not significantly
different.
4.3. Discussion of experiment 2
The results of experiment 2 match the predictions of
both the VM and DSM adaptation hypotheses, but are
inconsistent with the STFM adaptation hypothesis. Our
data contradict the conclusions of Derrington and
Suero [45] who performed a similar experiment using a
test plaid at a single DOM with a plaid angle of 90°.
Observers adapted to a sinusoidal grating, and were
tested with a sinusoidal plaid stimulus. The adapting
grating had the same orientation as one of the plaid
components, but a higher speed. The data show a shift
in the perceived plaid DOM away from the adapting
grating DOM. Derrington and Suero interpreted this as
evidence for STFM adaptation: adaptation caused a
reduction in the encoded speed or temporal frequency
of one of the component gratings.
Note, however, that the VM hypothesis predicts a
similar shift in DOM for this test stimulus configura-
tion, as illustrated in Fig. 6. On the left is the prediction
of the STFM adaptation hypothesis. The encoded
speed of the component aligned with the adaptor is
reduced and the IOC velocity of the plaid is shifted
away from that of the adaptor. The right portion of the
figure indicates the prediction of a VM hypothesis:
again, the plaid DOM is shifted away from that of the
adaptor. Thus, the Derrington and Suero data do not
distinguish between these hypotheses.
This does, however, raise the question of whether
component speed shifts might explain our data. In
order to test this possibility quantitatively, we used the
IOC construction to compute component speed shift
curves which best fit the data of Experiment 2, assum-
ing no shift in component DOM. The fitting was
achieved numerically, using the Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno variable-metric minimization al-
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Fig. 5. Shift in perceived DOM of test plaids as a function of their DOM. Adapting stimuli were drifting sinusoidal gratings. Solid curves are fits
of the data with four Fourier harmonics. The dashed curves represent the prediction of the STFM hypothesis, computed as the IOC solution
assuming component shifts of experiment 1 (Fig. 2).
gorithm and a least-squares error measure [46]. The
resulting component speed shift curve, averaged across
subjects, is shown in Fig. 7. This is compared to
perceptual speed shift data reported in Smith and Ham-
mond [47]. It is clear that the two functions differ
markedly. The fitted curve predicts that test gratings
moving in the same or opposite DOMS from the adap-
tor should appear significantly slower, but that test
gratings in other directions should appear much faster.
The Smith and Hammond data show that test gratings
at all DOMS appear slower, with the largest effect
(about 50%) occurring when the test moves in the same
DOM as the adaptor. Inclusion of the component
DOM shifts can only make this worse, since these act
to produce plaid DOM shifts that are opposite of those
observed (see Fig. 5).
5. Experiment 3: measurement of 2D velocity shifts
The results of the previous experiments provide evi-
dence against the STFM hypothesis, and are consistent
with both the VM and DSM hypotheses. In this exper-
iment, we examine an important prediction of the VM
hypothesis. If the visual system uses mechanisms which
jointly encode speed and DOM, then adaptation to a
stimulus with a unique velocity should induce a pattern
of velocity shifts that radiate away (in both speed and
DOM) from the adaptation velocity. The DSM hypoth-
esis also predicts repulsive shifts in both speed and
DOM, but in addition predicts that these shifts should
be separable. That is, shifts in perceived test speed
should be independent of test DOM, and shifts in
perceived test DOM should be independent of test
speed. Smith and Hammond [47] showed that speed
shifts depend on DOM, providing some evidence
against the DSM hypothesis. In the following experi-
ment, we use a novel technique to measure the 2D
pattern of shifts induced by velocity adaptation, and
examine the separability of this pattern.
5.1. Experimental design
A matching technique was to measure 2D shifts in
velocity. Subjects compared a test stimulus to a match
Table 1
MANOVA analysis on the data from Figs. 1, 2 and 5
F-ratioSubject p
F(16,4)71.6 pB0.0004RLY
F(16,4)5.29 pB0.06PRS
IT F(16,4)4.36 pB0.08
F(16,4)2.61RV pB0.18
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Fig. 6. Qualitative predictions for the Derrington and Suero experiment, for different adaptation hypotheses. Filled circles correspond to
pre-adaptation percept, and hollow circles correspond to post-adaptation percept. Left: Prediction of the STFM hypothesis. Right: Prediction of
the VM or DSM hypothesis. See caption of Fig. 4 for further details.
stimulus that was offset both spatially and temporally.
The spatial separation was chosen to be large enough to
ensure that the perception of the match stimulus was
not affected by the adaptation. The procedure of exper-
iments 1 and 2 were used to measure the spatial extent
of adaptation in one observer. Using an adaptation
aperture of radius r1.125°, DOM shifts were exam-
ined in test stimuli spatially displaced between 0.5 and
6° from the adaptation site. The shifts essentially disap-
peared when the test and adapt patches had no overlap.
A distance of 4.46° was chosen between the centers of
the two stimulus apertures.
The test and match stimuli were temporally separated
by a 0.5 s blank interval, because the perceived motions
of simultaneously presented stimuli can be shifted by
the presence of the other [48,49]. Such ‘motion induc-
tion’ effects could be confounded with shifts due to
adaptation. We chose an interval of 0.5 s for the blank
period.
Since it is difficult for subjects to simultaneously
compare relative speed and DOM, a novel two-step
matching task was developed. The pilot experiments
showed that DOM judgments are largely independent
of the relative speeds of test and match stimuli, but
speed judgments are less accurate when the test and the
match have different DOMs. Thus, as a first step the
perceived DOM was estimated by comparing test and
match stimuli moving at the same physical speed. In the
second step, we estimate perceived speed using a match
stimulus with the DOM determined from the first step.
Both perceived speed and DOM were measured using a
two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) procedure. Esti-
mates of perceived values were inferred from the ‘point
of subjective equality’ (50% performance) in the dis-
crimination task. Because of the temporal and spatial
asymmetry in the test and match stimuli presentations,
we could not assume that the unadapted motion per-
cepts were veridical. Thus, perceived speed and DOM
were measured both in adapted and unadapted condi-
tions. All perceptual shifts are computed by comparison
of the perceived values in the two conditions. The entire
procedure is illustrated on the left side of Fig. 8.
5.2. Methods and procedure
The adaptation, test, and match stimuli in this exper-
iment were drifting anti-aliased random dot patterns, as
described in Sec. 2. The adaptation stimulus moved
upward (i.e. DOM90°) at 3.9°:s and always appeared
in an aperture of radius r1.125°, with a transition
width of t0.17°, centered 2.23° to the left of the
fixation point. Stimulus onset and offset transition du-
rations were t0.067 s. In order to avoid unequal
contrast adaptation on the two sides of the fixation dot,
a spatially and temporally random white noise pattern
with the same contrast as the adaptation pattern was
presented 2.2° to the right of the fixation dot during
adaptation periods.
An initial adaptation period of 1 min was followed
by a block of trials. Each trial began with a re-exposure
to the adaptation stimulus for 4 s. The trial protocol is
depicted in the right side of Fig. 8. For speed discrimi-
nation trials, observers indicated the interval containing
the faster stimulus (by pressing one of two keys). For
DOM discrimination trials, observers were asked to
choose the interval containing the stimulus which ap-
Fig. 7. Comparison of inferred speed shift curve with a published
speed shift curve. The solid line indicates the shift in component
speed which best explains the plaid data of Fig. 5 (in the least square
sense), averaged across the four subjects. The dashed line is an
perceptual speed shift curve replotted from Smith and Hammond
[47].
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Fig. 8. Left: Two-step procedure for measuring velocity shifts. In step 1, the DOM shift is measured using a match stimulus with the same physical
speed as the test stimulus. Hollow circle indicates the matching pre-adaptation DOM, filled circle indicates the matching post-adaptation DOM.
In step 2, the speed shift is measured similarly, using match stimuli with DOMs set to the perceived (shifted) DOM estimated in step 1. These
two shifts correspond to the components of the total (vectorial) shift in velocity, as reported in Fig. 9. Right: Graphical depiction of the
experimental protocol. See text for further details.
peared to move in a more counter-clockwise direction.
If subjects did not respond within the allocated re-
sponse time (0.75 s), they were notified with a beep and
the trial was re-shuffled into the block.
Trials were grouped into three blocks. The first block
consisted of DOM comparisons for those test velocities
with DOM shifts. The second block contained the
speed comparisons for these test velocities. The third
block contained speed comparisons for upward- and
downward-moving test velocities, for which DOM com-
parisons were not made. For each block, the order of
presentation of test stimuli was randomized and the
match stimulus parameter was controlled using a
QUEST procedure [50] that tracked the 50% perfor-
mance level.
Observers were given 1 h of training with feedback,
after which the task was performed without feedback.
Within each session, the observer performed the task
twice without adaptation and once with adaptation, for
2–3 sessions. Since the two naive subjects showed
higher between-session variability than within-session
variability, shifts were computed within a session and
averaged across sessions.
5.3. Results
The experimental results are plotted in Fig. 9, which
shows shifts in the 2D space of stimulus velocity.
Velocity shifts were computed as described in Fig. 8.
Data were only collected for test velocities in the right
half plane, with these shifts symmetrically replotted in
the left half plane to simplify interpretation. Radial
(speed) and angular (DOM) standard errors are indi-
cated with grey boxes for the data in the right half
plane. Angular errors is calculated using as follows:
r %
N
j1
exp(iuj):N
Su2 2(1 r ):N,
where the uj ’s are the DOM shifts measured on individ-
ual trials. The mean direction is given by the angle
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Fig. 9. Shift in perceived velocity of test dots as a function of their veridical velocity. Each plot shows 2D stimulus velocity, with speed
corresponding to distance from the origin. The adaptation stimulus velocity is indicated by the solid grey circle. Shifts are indicated by black line
segments, with one end located at the physical test velocity and the other end (indicated by hollow circles) displaced by the shift in perceived
velocity due to adaptation. A grey box around each hollow circle indicates the standard error in the speed and DOM measurements. The width
of the standard error boxes along the 6y-axis is chosen arbitrarily for visibility. Data were only collected on the right hand side of each plot; shifts
plotted on the left side are symmetrically duplicated.
(complex phase) of r and the standard error Su is
related to the length (magnitude) of r. These expres-
sions converge to the normal standard error for small
angular deviations, and standard errors computed by
both methods are quite similar for the data reported.
Note that for our data, these standard errors are quite
small (typically a few degrees).
The main feature of the data in the upper half plane
is the strong 2D radial repulsion of the perceived
motion of the test velocities away from the adaptation
velocity. The shifts in the lower half plane are much
smaller on average (in fact, they are often statistically
insignificant), and no consistent pattern across subjects
is evident.
To directly examine the question of separability, we
re-plot some of these data in Fig. 10. The left side of
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Fig. 10. Inseparability of velocity shifts with respect to speed and DOM. Data are replotted from Fig. 9, and are shown for each of the four
subjects. Left: DOM shift for two different test speeds. Right: Speed shift for two different test DOMs.
the figure shows DOM shifts re-plotted for two test
speeds at a fixed test DOM of 82°. These shifts vary
significantly with test speed. The right side shows the
speed shifts re-plotted for two test DOMs, at a fixed
test speed of 4.5°:s. For 3:4 observers, these shifts vary
significantly with test DOM. EPS shows no significant
change in speed shift for the two points re-plotted here
but does show significant changes in speed for other
points.
5.4. Discussion
The data of Fig. 9 demonstrate that adaptation to
moving stimuli induces repulsive shifts of perceived
velocity away from the adaptation velocity, thus gener-
alizing the DOM repulsions observed in experiments 1
and 2. This 2D radiating pattern of velocity shifts is
consistent with the VM hypothesis, in which velocity is
encoded by a population of mechanisms that are jointly
tuned for speed and DOM. The data, as re-plotted in
Fig. 10, are clearly not separable and are thus inconsis-
tent with the DSM hypothesis, which predicts that
DOM shifts should be independent of test speed and
that speed shifts should be independent of test DOM.
Analogous patterns of 2D repulsive shifts have been
observed in saccadic eye displacements, following re-
versible chemical lesions in primate Superior Colliculus
[51]. Neurons in this area are known to be tuned for the
2D displacement incurred during a saccadic eye move-
ment. The lesion disables a group of neurons tuned for
a particular displacement and subsequent saccadic eye
movements are shifted repulsively away from this dis-
placement. The pattern of shifts was interpreted as
evidence that these neurons encode the 2D saccadic eye
movement targets as a population. These physiological
results lend credibility to our hypothesis that the radiat-
ing pattern of shifts in perceived velocity might result
from a reduction in activity of mechanisms tuned for
the adaptation velocity.
The 2D velocity repulsion is a novel finding that
could not be inferred from previous results. In addition,
the finding of speed repulsion in the present study is
interesting, since some previous studies found only
speed reduction after adaptation [34,35]. At least four
differences between these studies and our own may
explain this discrepancy. First, the previous experiments
used sinusoidal or square wave grating stimuli, while we
employed dot stimuli. Secondly, previous experiments
presented test and match stimuli simultaneously, while
ours were temporally separated. Third, our experiments
showed a spatio-temporally white noise stimulus at the
test location during the adaptation period. This serves
to reduce the effect of contrast adaptation on the
observed biases, but it may also affect the perceived
speed of the test pattern. Finally, previous experiments
compared adapted DOM (speed) to veridical DOM
(speed), while we are comparing to a measurement of
the pre-adaptation perceived DOM (speed). The com-
parison of two motion stimuli in different regions of the
visual field need not be veridical. In our unadapted
speed discrimination experiments, two of the subjects
consistently underestimated the speed of the test stimu-
lus. Such an underestimate would have reduced the
match speeds in our experiment, and the resulting speed
shifts would have all been negative.
6. Discussion and conclusions
The results of the experiments are consistent with the
theory that the human visual system uses an explicit
representation of local image velocities based on a set
of mechanisms jointly tuned for speed and DOM. In
particular, we have shown that: (1) shifts in perceived
DOM do not show significant spatial frequency tuning;
(2) different adaptation patterns (dots or sinusoidal
gratings) with the same perceived velocity produce
comparable shifts in test gratings; (3) the shifts in
perceived DOM of some test plaid stimuli are opposite
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those predicted by a STFM adaptation hypothesis; and
(4) shifts in perceived speed and DOM are not indepen-
dent. These results, taken together, are inconsistent
with adaptation of STFMs or DSMs, and are consis-
tent with the VM adaptation hypothesis.
This interpretation depends on a number of assump-
tions. Primarily, we are relying on a simple model of
motion adaptation, in which mechanisms selective for
the adaptive stimulus are reduced in sensitivity, and this
induces subsequent repulsive perceptual shifts that are
indicative of the tuning characteristics of those mecha-
nisms. As mentioned in Section 1, this type of assump-
tion has been used in a wide range of psychophysical
studies to infer the existence of tuned mechanisms (or
channels). But alternative explanations (such as changes
in tuning properties) have been suggested [52].
An important secondary assumption is that adapta-
tion occurs in a single encoding site (i.e. within a
specific type of mechanism) and that this same mecha-
nism also determines the percept. It is possible that the
effects we observe are due to adaptation of several
different mechanisms. As discussed previously, multiple
adaptation sites may explain the small antipodal DOM
repulsion observed in Experiment 1. Furthermore, the
different test stimuli used in our experimental condi-
tions may be probing different adaptation sites. Specifi-
cally, DOM shifts observed in experiment 3 (using
drifting dot test stimuli) may not be directly compara-
ble to those of experiments 1 and 2, which are based on
grating test stimuli.
Previous research shows that motion aftereffects de-
pend critically on the choice of test stimulus. The
classical MAE, in which a stationary test pattern is seen
to move as a result of motion adaptation (see [30] for a
survey), is substantially different than the effect mea-
sured using flickering or moving test stimuli. The sta-
tionary MAE is spatial-frequency tuned [42–44] and
temporal-frequency tuned [53]. By comparison, the
MAE measured with flickering or moving test stimuli is
relatively independent of spatial frequency [42] and
appears to be tuned for speed [34,38,54]. Several au-
thors have discussed these differences and others, and
concluded that the two types of test stimuli are probing
the adaptation of different mechanisms [42,54–56]. In
the experiments, all test stimuli are moving, and thus
we might expect our adaptation results to be indepen-
dent of spatial frequency. We note, however, that spa-
tial frequency dependencies have been observed in
detection threshold elevations for moving gratings [57].
In addition to dependence on the choice of test
stimulus, the adaptation site is likely to depend on the
choice of adapting stimulus. The data of experiment 1
demonstrate that changing the adapting stimuli from
gratings to dots had little effect on DOM shifts, as
measured by drifting sinusoidal test stimuli. Neverthe-
less, it is conceivable that differences would be revealed
if one measured 2D velocity shifts using the method of
experiment 3. In particular, it would be worthwhile to
examine whether grating adaptation produces an elon-
gated pattern of velocity shifts indicative of the velocity
constraint line of the grating.
In conculsion, despite the strong assumptions under-
lying our interpretation, the VM hypothesis seems to
provide the most parsimonious explanation of our ex-
perimental results. Adaptation-induced perceptual
shifts might also be used to probe the representation of
more complex motion stimuli. For example, shifts in
perceived velocity after adaptation to non-coherent
plaids (i.e. plaids in which the components appear to
slide over each other) could provide clues as to the
representation of multiple motions.
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